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ABOUT SAN FRANCISCO CONTEMPORARY MUSIC PLAYERS
San Francisco Contemporary Music Players is the West Coast’s
most longstanding and largest new music ensemble, comprised
of twenty-two highly skilled musicians. For 50 years, the San
Francisco Contemporary Music Players have created innovative
and artistically excellent music and are one of the most active
ensembles in the United States dedicated to contemporary music.
Holding an important role in the regional and national cultural
landscape, the Contemporary Music Players are a 2018 awardee of
the esteemed Fromm Foundation Ensemble Prize, and a ten-time
winner of the CMA/ASCAP Award for Adventurous Programming.

WELCOME TO OUR 2021-22 SEASON
RICHARD ALDAG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ERIC DUDLEY, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

The Lineup
THE CONTEMPORARY PLAYERS
View Bios
Tod Brody, flute

Meredith Clark, harp

Kyle Bruckmann, oboe

Kate Campbell, piano

Sarah Rathke, oboe

David Tanenbaum, guitar

Jeff Anderle, clarinet

Hrabba Atladottir, violin

Peter Josheff, clarinet

Susan Freier, violin

Adam Luftman, trumpet

Roy Malan, violin

Brendan Lai-Tong, trombone

Meena Bhasin, viola

Peter Wahrhaftig, tuba

Nanci Severance, viola

Chris Froh, percussion

Hannah Addario-Berry, cello

Haruka Fujii, percussion

Stephen Harrison, cello

Loren Mach, percussion

Richard Worn, contrabass

William Winant, percussion
FEATURING THE WORK OF
Alexander Schubert

Gabriela Lena Frank

Amadeus Regucera

Hallie Smith

Andrew Harlan

Jon Yu

Augusta Read Thomas

Julia Adolphe

David Chisholm

Libby Larsen

Didem Coskunseven

Orlando Jacinto García

Du Yun

Sofia Gubaidulina

Edmund Campion

Steve Reich

Edward Simon

Taylor Joshua Rankin

Erwin Schulhoff

Zeena Parkins

Fred Frith
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Lisa Oman, Executive Director
Eric Dudley, Artistic Director
Amadeus Regucera, Artistic Production Director
Jäke Little, Production Associate
Zach Miley, Audio/Video Engineer

Concerts and Events
ART House series

SUN, SEPT 26, 2021

Image and Memory  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
in the LABORATORY series

SAT, NOV 6, 2021

Reactivity and Response  .  .  .  .  .
MASTERCLASS series

THURS, NOV 18, 2021

Contemporary Brass Repertoire
in the COMMUNITY series

SUN, DEC 19, 2021

Sound Encounters II  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
in the COMMUNITY series

THURS, FEB 17, 2022

Sound & Wine Online  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
at the CROSSROADS series

SAT-SUN, APR 2-3, 2022

Drama and Poetry  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
in the LABORATORY series

SUN, MAY 22, 2022

Synergy and Synthesis  .  .  .  .  .  .

PRE-CONCERT

How Music is Made  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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Tickets on Sale at SFCMP.org
For questions, please contact boxoffice@sfcmp.org

SFCMP Member
Price: $75 / yr - renews automatically, cancel anytime
Receive the following:
• Tickets to ALL live events
• Digital access to ALL online on-demand events
(concerts are available online, on-demand for 7 days)
• Access to pre-concert education program, How Music is Made
• Ticket fees waived
• Invitation to Special Events
• 20% off additional single tickets and merchandise
Purchase link sfcmp.org/sfcmp-member/
Non-Member Single Ticket
Price: $15 Live - $5 Digital Access
Purchase link sfcmp.org/individual-tickets/

ART
House series
exploring the connections between contemporary music and visual art
SUN, SEPT 26, 2021

Image and Memory
2PM Pacific
Gallery viewing with Catharine Clark
2:30PM Pacific Pre-concert discussion
with Musicians and Eric Dudley
3PM Pacific
Concert at BOXBLUR,
Catharine Clark Gallery, San Francisco
TICKETS Members: Free / Non-Members: $15, $5 Digital access
Live event limited seating (only 40 seats available). No door sales.
A newly developed series embraces the Contemporary Players’
roots as a performing presence in the museums and gallery
spaces of San Francisco, highlighting the individual artistry of
our musicians in a space surrounded by contemporary visual art.
Husband-and-wife team Susan FREIER and Stephen HARRISON
delight us with a program of solo and duo works for violin and
cello, all with tangible connections to the visual and associative
realms. Works by Libby LARSEN and Julia
ADOLPHE respond to specific images, while
those of Augusta Read THOMAS, Gabriela Lena
FRANK, and Sofia GUBAIDULINA connect to
the worlds of cultural memory and celestial
imaginings. Erwin SCHULHOFF’S monumental
Gabriela Lena FRANK
duo closes the program in a virtuosic tour de force.
PROGRAM
Susan Freier, Violin; Stephen Harrison, Cello
Augusta Read Thomas – Silent Moon for violin and cello
Gabriela Lena Frank – Suite Mestiza for Violin Solo:
I. Haillí, and V. Tarqueada
Sofia Gubaidulina – Rejoice! Freue dich! Sonata for Violin and
Cello: I. Your joy no man taketh from you, and V. Listen to the
still small voice within
Libby Larsen – Scudding for solo cello
Julia Adolphe – Smile Softly, Softly Smile for solo violin
(West Coast Premiere)
Erwin Schulhoff – Duo for Violin & Cello
PROGRAM NOTES
Inspired by the exhibitions of our host, Catharine Clark Gallery
and the BOXBLUR series, nearly all of the pieces on the
program have a tangible connection to the visual realm and
associations with imagery and experience. Augusta Read
Thomas’ Silent Moon is an evocation of the seasonal moon
cycle that ‘breaks the silence’ after the solstice, heralding the
coming return of energy in spring. Often depicted through
double-visaged deities like the Roman god Janus, who could
look backward and forward simultaneously, this celestial
concept frames a musical cycle that returns to its starting
point within a ‘single orbit.’
Gabriela Lena Frank’s Suite Mestiza comprises a series
of miniatures with deep spiritual, ritualistic and traditional
connections to the mixed-race cultures of Andean South
America, inspired by sights and sounds of the composer’s
trips with her mother to Perù. The Haillí (Prayer) is a reflection
of lyrical religious songs with texts in the Peruvian native
Quechua language, while the Tarqueada directly recalls the
two-chambered flute, with its distinctive voicing in 4ths and 5ths,
that so often accompanies parades in the Andean region.
In honor of her 90th birthday, our season places a special
focus on the music of celebrated Tatar-Russian composer
Sofia Gubaidulina, whose music so frequently includes
strong references to the worlds of mysticism, spirituality, and
imagery. Painting a journey to the heights of transfiguration
through the specialized colors of string harmonics, the
movements from her duo for violin and cello are titled after
the writings of the Ukranian philosopher and theologian
Skovoroda (1722-1794).
Two American composer’s works for solo instruments
flow from specific images: Libby Larsen’s Scudding for
cello suggests the nautical and naturalistic phenomenon
of the vapors running before a gale, while Julia Adolphe’s
Smile Softly, Softly Smile for violin springs from a cherished
photograph of the composer’s partner as a newborn
with his mother. Closing the program with a now-classic
of contemporary music, Erwin Schulhoff’s duo is a fourmovement tour de force replete with sonic allusions to the
folk music and traditions of Eastern Europe, showcasing the
dynamism and virtuosity of our husband-and-wife pair of
performers and frequent collaborators.

in
the LABORATORY series
exploring ensemble works that push the boundaries
of the concert experience

SAT, NOV 6, 2021

Reactivity and Response
7PM Pacific Pre-concert program, How Music is Made
8PM Pacific Concert
at Caroline H. Hume Concert Hall, SF Conservatory of Music
TICKETS Members: Free / Non-Members: $15, $5 Digital access
The first of two in the LABORATORY series
concerts on this season presents an array of
works with electronic or visual components as
the backbone of their compositional concepts.
Multi-instrumentalist, improviser and composer
Zeena PARKINS starts the conversation with
Zeena PARKINS
a work for solo cello, sound diffusion and fixed
media, while student composers from SFCM’s
Technology and Applied Composition program continue with new
sonic avenues for solo instruments and electronic resources.
Celebrated Bay Area artist Fred FRITH joins the
stage in a performance of his work with SFCMP
virtuoso William WINANT. And enfant-terrible
Alexander SCHUBERT enthralls with a visuallybased reactive composition for flexible ensemble,
juxtaposed with the Minimalist strands of an early
work by Steve REICH at his most contrapuntal.
Fred FRITH
PROGRAM
Zeena Parkins – Sistere
Solo cello and electronics
2 Selections from the SFCM Technology & Applied Composition
Program, New Work(s) (World Premiere)
Solo instrument (guitar/trombone) and electronics
Alexander Schubert – HELLO
Flexible instrumentation, including electric guitar and
percussion (drum set) [also including trombone (SFCMP) and
flute, clarinet, 2 violins, viola and cello]
- i·n·t·e·r·m·i·s·s·i·o·n Fred Frith – Stick Figures
Six electric guitars played by two musicians (percussion/
guitar)
Steve Reich – Eight Lines
2 Flutes (=picc), 2 clarinets (=bass clarinet), 2 pianos, 4 violins,
2 violas, 2 cellos*
* In keeping with our mission of encouraging and mentoring
the next generation of contemporary music musicians, San
Francisco Conservatory of Music students join us as part of
SFCMP’s education and professional development programs.
PROGRAM NOTES
Translating simply as ‘to stop’ or ‘to stay’ in Latin, sistere is
work of delicate interplay in which genre-defying composer/
performer Zeena Parkins explores a wide variety of playing
techniques on the cello in simultaneity with pre-recorded
elements to cheat our expectations and defy the senses,
continuously blurring the bounds between acoustic and
electronic sound sources. Following some of the same
impulses, this year’s iteration of our side-by-side collaboration
with students in SFCM’s Technology and Applied Composition
program will feature new works for solo trombone and guitar
that expand the sonic palette of those instruments through
electro-acoustic means.
Alexander Schubert’s HELLO is an entirely personal and
highly imaginative ride through a compositional concept that
shatters the frame of ordinary performance practice; in it, the
musicians react to a series of on-screen physical gestures
and rhythmic juxtapositions of visual imagery as the ‘score’
for the piece, rehearsing and developing an interpretation
from the directives in their parts around an eight-part film of
the composer’s creation that offers a peek into his mind, daily
life, musical and creative philosophies.
Lastly, Steve Reich’s Eight Lines represents the rescoring of
his 1979 Octet, using instrumental ostinati and fragments
of polyphony to convey the prototypical Minimalist
preoccupation with tape loops and electronic layering. In the
season of the highly influential American composer’s 85th
birthday, this performance also includes the participation of
student musicians from the San Francisco Conservatory of
Music, in keeping with our educational mission to aid in the
training of the contemporary musicians of tomorrow.

MASTERCLASS
series
encouraging the development of the next generation of
contemporary music composers and musicians

THURS, NOV 18, 2021

Contemporary Brass Repertoire
in collaboration with SFCM brass department
7:30PM Pacific
Led by Brendan Lai-Tong, trombone
at Sol Joseph Recital Hall, SF Conservatory of Music
TICKETS Free.
Open to the public. Live event only. Limited seating.
Through SFCMP’s ongoing MASTERCLASS series and chamber
concert, our patrons have the chance to observe some of the
most talented Bay Area pre-professional musicians in live
interaction, performance and coaching with our renowned
ensemble members. Students perform
selected works while being mentored in
the techniques, skills, and myriad styles
of contemporary music. This season’s
masterclass will focus on contemporary music
repertoire for brass instruments, coached by
SFCMP trombonist Brendan LAI-TONG and
facilitated by Artistic Director Eric Dudley.
Brendan LAI-TONG

in
the COMMUNITY series
encouraging the exploration of contemporary music in a festive
community atmosphere

SUN, DEC 19, 2021

Sound Encounters II
in collaboration with CNMAT, UC Berkeley
3PM Pacific
at Root Division Gallery, San Francisco
TICKETS Members: Free / Non-Members: $15 , $5 Digital access
As part of this season’s in the COMMUNITY
offerings, we renew our partnership with several
area sound artists for the presentation of works
hailing from UC Berkeley’s Center for New Music
and Audio Technologies. This year’s line-up
includes the world premiere of a new work for
Hallie SMITH
percussion and electronics by CNMAT director
Edmund CAMPION, setting the stage for four acousmatic,
electro-acoustic and multimedia compositions by CNMAT artists
Hallie SMITH, Jon YU, Andrew HARLAN and
Didem COSKUNSEVEN. And in continued
celebration of the 85th birthday season of an
American pioneer in electronic media, Steve
REICH’s Vermont Counterpoint for percussion
and tape rounds out the set with a display of
instrumental fireworks, featuring the solo artistry
of SFCMP percussionist Chris FROH.
Jon YU
PROGRAM
Edmund Campion – Solving for M, for solo percussion
(marimba) and electronics (World Premiere)
Chris Froh, percussion
Hallie Smith – Seeded Fruit, for electronics
Jon Yu – 15 eyes, for percussion and electronics
Andrew Harlan - HYPHA [acousmatic version]
Didem Coskunseven – Home Within, for electronics & dance film
Steve Reich – Vermont Counterpoint, for percussion (vibraphone)
and tape
Chris Froh, percussion

in
the COMMUNITY series
encouraging the exploration of contemporary music in a festive
community atmosphere

THURS, FEB 17, 2022

Sound & Wine Online

Drop in online anytime between 5:30PM - 6PM Pacific
TICKETS Digital Access. Pay What You Can.
All proceeds go directly to support our Bay Area Musicians.
Join us for a San Francisco-inspired musical
break in the day. You’ll hear the Players’ personal
party favorites and unique interpretations of
music that inspires them as
artists. We invite you to bring
your favorite beverage, turn on
your chat, invite your friends and
Haruka FUJII
join us online for a spirited start to the weekend
with performances by Haruka FUJII, percussion
and Sarah RATHKE, oboe.
Sarah RATHKE
This event is pre-recorded and live chat will be on!
PROGRAM
Elliott Carter – Figment VI for solo oboe
Michio Kitazume – Side by Side for solo percussion
Du Yun - Oboe and Tam-Tam Duet, from the opera Angel’s Bone

at
the CROSSROADS series
celebrating the work of legacy composers alongside cutting-edge
voices from across generations

SAT-SUN, APR 2-3, 2022

Drama and Poetry
Sat, Apr 2 at 7PM Pacific How Music is Made | 8PM Concert
Sun, Apr 3 at 2PM Pacific How Music is Made | 3PM Concert
at ODC Dance Commons, San Francisco
TICKETS Members: Free / Non-Members: $15, $5 Digital access
At the high-water mark of our 51st season, we
take a collective look in the mirror with a set of
generational responses from across the globe to
the poetry and drama of existence. Celebrating
her 90th birthday, Eastern European master
Sofia GUBAIDULINA’s music is hailed for its
unflagging dramatic and emotional intensity.
David CHISHOLM
Two of her works anchor the
first concert in an exploration of the existential,
while the winning composer of our annual SF
Search for Scores responds to the theme. The
searing intensity of Amadeus REGUCERA’s
musical language comes to life in a newly
commissioned work of instrumental theater,
calling upon the poetry of Filipino writer José
Sofia GUBAIDULINA
García Villa as inspiration. On our second program, ChineseAmerican composer Du YUN’s latest essay for string quartet
leads off with her typical hyper-dramatic flair, and Australian
composer David CHISHOLM explores the murky
implications behind the idea of the projected
self in the internet age. One more work of
GUBAIDULINA’s rounds out the celebratory
focus on her achievement, in a deeply moving
expression of her profound sense of the spiritual
Amadeus REGUCERA and the eternal.
PROGRAM 1
Sofia Gubaidulina – Dancer on a Tightrope
Violin, piano
SF Search Winning Composer – New Work (TBD)
(SFCMP Commission) (World Premiere)
Solo instrument
- i·n·t·e·r·m·i·s·s·i·o·n Sofia Gubaidulina – In the Garden of Joys and Sorrows Flute,
harp, viola
Amadeus Regucera – New Work (2021) (SFCMP Commission)
(World Premiere) Flute/bass flute/piccolo, oboe/english horn,
clarinet/bass clarinet, trombone, harp, 2 percussion, piano,
violin, viola, cello, double bass
PROGRAM 2
Du Yun – I am my own Achilles heel
String quartet
David Chisholm – deepfake (World Premiere) (SFCMP
Commission) Bass flute, bass/contrabass clarinet,
contrabassoon, piano, cello, double bass and 4-channel
electronics
- i·n·t·e·r·m·i·s·s·i·o·n Taylor Joshua Rankin – Touch/Still (World Premiere)
Cello, piano
Sofia Gubaidulina – Repentance
3 guitars, cello, double bass
PROGRAM NOTES
Through the works on both of these programs, we experience
different composer’s viewpoints on the nature of the individual
and the drama of existence, through the lens of poetic voices
and in the phenomena that touch our everyday lives.
In her 90th year, Russian composer Sofia Gubaidulina has
defined a deeply spiritual and introspective approach to the
formulation of her music, and maintained a position as a
standard-bearer for the communicative powers of an intense
lyricism. In her duo Dancer on a Tightrope, she exploits the
virtuosity of violin and piano to convey the sense of risk in
the everyday; novel effects from the bouncing and scraping
of a glass tumbler on the piano’s strings and high harmonics
dancing in the stratosphere of the violin’s acoustic space give
us the image of “art as flight into another existence.” Her trio In
the Garden of Joys and Sorrows weaves the silvery strands of
flute, harp and viola into a sonic tapestry of exploration on the
existentialist themes of Russian writer Iv Oganov and German
poet Francisco Tanzer, and the piece concludes with a dramatic
reading of verses from Tanzer’s poem of the same name.
As a response to these two works, this year’s SF Searchwinning composer will create a work for solo instrument on
the basis of a poetic or literary text, dealing with concepts of
individuality and the self.
And in a newly-commissioned work for SFCMP, composer
Amadeus Regucera creates a work of intensity and scope for
dueling sextets of musicians from within the Contemporary
Players’ roster. Building on his years of experience and deep
personal relationships with SFCMP performers, he draws
inspiration from the verses of Filipino poet José Garcia Villa
for an exercise in dramatic interplay on an acoustic scale,
making each player’s physical and gestural manifestations
in performance a vehicle for individual and group expression
within the musical frame.
Du Yun’s string quartet I am my own Achilles heel turns both
outward and inward in its reckoning with societal stigmas
around issues of self-perception and mental health, opening
with a ferocity of energetic display and closing in retreat.
After the delay of its premiere in 2020, David Chisholm’s
deepfake takes its place on this season to examine the dark
side of identity manufacture and character annihilation in
the digital age, through a series of micro-concertos for six
instruments on the lowest end of the registral spectrum
whose sonic ‘identities’ are refracted and distorted through
multi-channel audio manipulation.
Taylor Joshua Rankin’s Touch/Still provides a meditative
interlude, and a chance to revisit the winning piece in our 2019
SF Search for Scores.
And in a stunning display of emotional narrative and
expressive riches, Sofia Gubaidulina’s brilliant chamber work
Repentance weaves the coloristic possibilities of three guitars
with the lyricism of solo cello and the profundity of double
bass into a sonic tapestry of meditative grandeur—closing out
the series with one of the most recent and compelling works
in her extensive catalogue.

in
the LABORATORY series
exploring ensemble works that push the boundaries
of the concert experience

SUN, MAY 22, 2022

Synergy and Synthesis
2:30PM Pacific Concert 1
4PM Pacific
Concert 2
at Joe Henderson Lab, SFJAZZ, San Francisco
TICKETS Members: Free / Non-Members: $15, $5 Digital access
Live event limited seating. No door sales.
Our last offering for the season, sounding off the
in the LABORATORY series name, takes place
in the Joe Henderson Lab at SFJazz. Creative
Advisor and SFJazz Collective member Edward
SIMON leads us in an exploration of works that
combine live acoustic elements with different
Edward SIMON
approaches to the incorporation of electronics,
creating novel juxtapositions in time with his own solo piano
playing and a newly-commissioned work for mixed quartet.
A quintessential phasing piece by Steve REICH provides one
more reflection on the influential composer’s work during his
85th birthday season, while a meditation for English horn and
electronics by Orlando Jacinto GARCÍA offers a subtle blurring
of the boundaries between the natural and the synthetic.
PROGRAM
Steve Reich – Violin Phase , for violin and pre-recorded tape
Hrabba Atladottir, violin
Orlando Jacinto García – Separación , for solo english horn and
electronics
Kyle Bruckmann, oboe/English horn
Edward Simon, solo piano selection(s)
Edward Simon – New Work (SFCMP Commission)
(World Premiere) oboe/English horn, violin,
piano (E. Simon, guest artist), mixed percussion
PROGRAM NOTES
One of Steve Reich’s early essays in the technique of phasing,
where multiple iterations of the same short musical patterns
are heard in and out of phase with each other, Violin Phase
alters our perception of the patterns themselves, simultaneity
and structured time.
With Separación, Orlando Jacinto Garcìa examines a similar
phenomenon through different means, using drones and
electronic refractions of pre-recorded English horn sound to
alter our perception of sonic events and sound sources.
For his own SFCMP-commissioned work, composer,
improviser, and guest artist Edward Simon seeks to unite the
strands of the pre-ordained with the spontaneous, mixing
the structure of a pre-recorded and digitally manipulated
track with the fluency of free-improvisational elements in live
performance, wherein fixed musical ideas serve as points
of origination and destination for exploratory transits. The
electro-acoustic environment of Simon’s piece provides the
spine that upholds the rest of the work, which grows out of
the interaction between the three other players and Simon as
improvising guest soloist.

HOW
MUSIC IS MADE series
a SFCMP Education Program
Before each concert, we invite the public to join us in riveting
discussions and insightful music demonstrations. In our How
Music is Made series, composers reveal their motivation behind
the notes and together we discover the inspiration and narrative
behind each piece.
Concert Day

Composer Name

Start Time

SAT, NOV 6, 2021

Fred Frith

7PM Pacific

SAT, APR 2, 2022

Amadeus Regucera

7PM Pacific

SUN, APR 3, 2022

David Chisholm

2PM Pacific

Support
SFCMP has been named a 2020
Top-Rated NonProfit. Will you consider
endorsing us by writing a short 1-2
sentence review about why you donate
to SFCMP?
greatnonprofits.org/write-a-review

Donate Today
SFCMP.org/donate-today
Did you know that Donor Advised Funds are a great way
to receive the maximum tax benefit for your gift. For more
information please reference our website at SFCMP.org or reach
out to us for information at director@sfcmp.org

Funding
Seventy-seven percent of our revenue comes from contributions.
Donations are used to produce our concerts and programs,
create new works, and train the next generation of contemporary
music musicians. We humbly thank the thousands of individuals
and institutions who have made our work possible. Thank you
to our members, ticket-buyers, and season subscribers who fill
the seats and provide momentum and excitement at every event.
Thank you to our individual contributors whose gifts allow us
to produce award-winning and thought-provoking, world-class,
contemporary music. Thank you to the many generous Bay Area
organizations and esteemed foundations who believe in the work
that we do and who generously support the Arts in the Bay Area.

THANK YOU
TO OUR MAJOR IN-KIND SUPPORTERS
Give Lively
Microsoft
Google Foundation
Salesforce Foundation

THANK YOU THE MANY FOUNDATIONS AND
CORPORATE SPONSORS WHO HAVE GENEROUSLY
SUPPORTED US THIS SEASON AND IN THE
RECENT PAST
Clarence E. Heller Foundation
Fromm Music Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
San Francisco Grants for the Arts
The Aaron Copland Fund for Music, Inc.
The Alice M. Ditson Fund of Columbia University
The Amphion Foundation
The Bernard Osher Foundation
Nike

OUR HEROES
Thanks to the vision of our founders, the talents of our
musicians, the dedication of our board members, and the
enthusiastic support of our audiences and supporters like you,
the Contemporary Players continue to enrich the Bay Area and
beyond with thought-provoking performances. San Francisco
Contemporary Music Players gratefully acknowledge the
following supporters who have made one or more donations
within the last 12 months.
A note about the new structure of our donor list
Community-centric fundraising is a fundraising practice that is
grounded in equity; it calls on all non-profits to bring principles of
racial and economic justice into our development strategies. As
one small step towards aligning SFCMP with this model, we have
removed giving levels from our donor list. We hope to celebrate and
raise up all of our supporters no matter the size of their contribution
and recognize the generosity of our community as a whole.
Adam Frey
Alan and Deborah Cohen in memory of Victor and Esta Wolfram
Allegra Chapman
Andrea and Lubert Stryer
Andrew Dodd
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
Anne and Robert Baldwin
Arlene and Larry Dunn
Belinda Pfaff
Benjamin Streim
Beth Levy
Bill Gorjance
Brian Good
Cathryn Hrudicka
Cher Evans
Christopher Cornecelli
Claire and Kendall Allphin
Craig Matsumoto
Daniel VanHassel
Danielle Acuna
Dave Weinstein
David Feathersone
David Featherstone
David Gladstein
David Rusenko
DeVanté Winn
Diana Goldstein
Diane Blais
Dianne Ellsworth
Donald and Ethel Worn
Donald Blais
Dr. John and Nancy Gilbert
Dr. Mark Applebaum and Joan Friedman
Elina Razdobarina
Elinor Blake
Elouise Wilson
Emily Moline
Erik Neuenschwander and Sonya Chang
Eunice Childs in memory of Dr. Alfred W. Childs, a former
board member
Evelyn Nussenbaum and Fred Vogelstein
Fran Johns donation in memory of Bud Johns
Gabriel Gesmer
Guenter Bruckmann
Hank Mou
Hannah Addario-Berry and William Addario-Turner
Harmon Burstyn
Harvey Ingham
Holly Hartley and Oscar Anderson
Ilya Rostovtsev
Jack “Scott” Brown in the honor of Kelli and Alan Neuman
James (Sky) Schuyler
James Bergstrom
James C. Hormel
James P. Robinson
Jay Stamps
Jean and George Dowdall
Jeanne Gulner and Kenneth Rees
Jerome and Linda Elkind
Joan Fisch
JoAnn and Jack Bertges
Joel Levine
John Kennedy
Joseph Gratz
Joshua Richardson in honor of Eric Grotke
Joyce Epstein
Karen Gottlieb
Karl Pribram and Sweta Arora
Katherine Kiehn
Katherine Saux and Paul Brandes
Kit Sharma and Wei Tsai
Kyle Bruckmann
Laura Campbell
Lawrence Ragent
Lisa Herrinton and Stuart Ozer
Lita Reyes
Lisa Oman
Lorraine and Victor Honig Fund for Social Change
Marcin Paczkowski
Margaret Brickner
Margaret Levitt
Margot Golding and Michael Powers
Marilynne Morshead
Mark Ackerley
MaryClare Brzytwa
Matthew Wilson
Maureen Sage
Melanie Johnson, Ph.D.
Michael McGinley
Myra Melford
Nancy Porten
Narin Dickerson
Pamela Z
Patricia Bourne
Patricia Deuter
Patricia Taylor Lee
Paul Dresher
Paul R. Griffin
Paul Upham
Peter Chang
Peter Witte and Robin Johnson
Priscilla Brown
Rachel Elson and Eric Waltari
Randy Aeschliman
Ricci Adams
Richard Festinger
Robert and Martha Warnock
Robert Andrews
Robert Archambault
Robert Armstrong
Robert Kirzinger
Roy Malan
Sharon Silva
Sheila Dickson
Stephen Grenholm
Stephen Hahn and Mary Jane Beddow
Stephen Harrison and Susan Freier
Stephen Smoliar
Steve Horowitz and Keesje Fischer
Steven and Brenda Schick
Steven Juliani
Susan and Harry Hartzell
Susan York
Terry McKelvey and Heli Roiha
Thom Blum
Tim Hamilton
Timothy L. Bridge
Tod Brody
Vivian Fung and Charles Boudreau

THE HAROLD WOLLACK LEGACY CIRCLE
A former subscriber, Harold Wollack, left the first bequest to help
underwrite the ensemble’s concerts and programs. Recently,
the ensemble received generous bequests from the estates
of Jane Roos and Victor and Esta Wolfram. All bequests help
to ensure that our organization will remain vibrant and that
future generations will enjoy the music of the San Francisco
Contemporary Music Players. We thank the following individuals
who have arranged a legacy gift in support of our future:
LEGACY CIRCLE MEMBERS
A.Robin Orden, Adam Frey, Eunice Childs in memory of Dr. Alfred
W. Childs, Anne Baldwin, Roy (Bud) and Fran Johns, *C. Michael
Richards, Dr. Claire Harrison, Dianne J. Ellsworth, Donald Blais,
*George Bosworth, *Harold Wollack, Holly Hartley, *Jacqueline S.
Hoefer, *Jane Roos and Jean-Louis LeRoux, Margot Golding, Paul
Griffin, Priscilla Brown, Renate Kay, Ruth Caron Jacobs, Susan
and Harry Hartzell, Terry McKelvey, *Victor and Esta Wolfram
*realized
To leave your own legacy gift please contact
Lisa Oman, Executive Director (650) 525-6288 or
director@sfcmp.org

WITH APPRECIATION TO THESE DEDICATED LEADERS
Board of Directors

Presidents

Kit Sharma, Officer, President
Michael Gilbertson,
Officer, Secretary
Richard Festinger,
Officer, Treasurer
Peter Witte,
Officer, Vice-President
Cathryn Hrudicka
Donald Blais
Kyle Bruckmann
Steve Horowitz
Tod Brody

Donald Blais (2013-2021)
Richard D. Lee (2009-2013)
Susan Hartzell (2005-2009)
Anne Baldwin (2002-2005)
Roy C. (Bud) Johns (2000-2001)
T. William Melis (1996-2000)
Paul R. Griffin (1986-1996)
Jane Roos (1978-1986)
Jean-Louis LeRoux (1974-1978)

Founding Directors

Emeritus Advisors

Charles Boone
Jean-Louis LeRoux
Marcella DeCray

Anne Baldwin
Paul Griffin
Richard Lee
Steven Schick
Susan York

Creative Advisors

Organizational Advisors

Brian Baumbusch
Nicole Lizee

Gene Nakajima
Karen Gottlieb
Susan Harzell
Terry McKelvey
Timothy Bridge

Past Executive Directors

Past Artistic Directors

Steven Schick (2009-2018)
Lisa Oman (2015-2021)
David Milnes (2002-2009)
Rozella Kennedy (2012-2015)
Carrie Blanding (2010-2012) Jean-Louis LeRoux (2001-2002)
Donald Palma (1998-2000)
Christopher Honett (2009-2010)
Stephen L. Mosko (1988-1997)
Adam Frey (1991-2009)
Jean-Louis LeRoux (1974-1988)
Susan Munn (1988-1991)
Charles Boone (1971-1973)
Marcella DeCray (1974-1988)
Business Partners
Gary Preiser, Inc.
Tony Kay Design
Buckley Patchen
Harmon Burstyn, CPA
Terry McKelvey, Investment Officer

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

